1. A SUMMARY OF HOW THE ICC REGULATES INVESTOR-OWNED WATER AND SEWER
UTILITIES:
The following is a brief summary of water and sewer services that are subject to Commission
regulation under the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”). The information provided below is not a
legal interpretation or other determination regarding any provision of the PUA or the Illinois
Commerce Commission’s (“ICC’s” or “Commission’s”) administrative rules, orders, or other
regulations, nor is it all-inclusive.
For more information regarding requirements that water and sewer providers are subject to in
Illinois – please refer to the PUA (220 ILCS 5/), the Commission’s administrative rules (Title 83:
Public Utilities), and the Commission’s Orders and other determinations.
Under the Public Utilities Act, the Commission is charged with regulating investor-owned water
and sewer utilities (those companies that are privately owned) in order to provide a substitute
for competition. This includes setting water and sewer rates, as well as determining a utility’s
terms and conditions for providing service to customers. The Commission regulates thirteen
privately-owned water and/or sewer utilities, including Illinois-American Water Company. The
Commission does not regulate municipally-owned utilities. The Commission’s role in regulating
these utilities is to make certain that the service they provide is safe, reliable and adequate, and
that the rates they charge are just and reasonable, both to ratepayers and to the utility’s
investors, who are entitled to a reasonable return on their investment.

2. HOW THE COMMISSION SETS RATES FOR WATER UTILITIES
The following is a summary of how water and sewer rate cases are typically conducted before
the Commission. It’s not intended to offer a legal opinion regarding how the proceedings are or
should be conducted, or regarding how any party should conduct a case before the Commission.
People, organizations and municipalities that want to participate in Commission proceedings
should, at the very least, consult the applicable statutes and the Commission’s Rules of Practice,
both of which can be found on the Commission’s website under “Legal Authority and Rules,” as
noted above. Since failure to comply with legal and regulatory requirements and deadlines can
have significant adverse consequences, it is highly advisable to consult a lawyer.
General things to know about rate increases:


By law, the Commission can’t tell a utility not to request a rate increase. Utilities seek
rate increases when they determine an increase is necessary.



There’s no specific legal limit on how large of an increase a utility can seek. That said,
the Commission is bound by the Public Utilities Act to determine rates that take into
account the necessary and prudent expenses the utility has incurred and allow them to
make a just and reasonable return on their investment.



A utility can request a rate increase as often as it believes is necessary. However, since
the preparation of a request for a rate increase is a lengthy and difficult process, and the
Commission process takes nearly a year, utilities rarely seek increases more often than
once every two to three years, and some far less often.



Not all of the charges on a customer’s water bill are Commission-set rates resulting from
Commission Orders.
o The utility often recovers the cost for the water itself through what’s called a
“purchased water adjustment,” which is a pass-through surcharge reflecting the
price the utility itself paid to obtain the water. Often, the utility purchases the
water from third parties and has little or no control over the price. This charge
can be a significant part of a customer’s bill.
o The utility may seek to recover investments in qualifying infrastructure plant
between rate cases, through a surcharge on customer bills that is set outside of
rates. Generally, this surcharge reflects the costs of investments in infrastructure
– water mains, services, meters, fire hydrants – that require replacement in the
short term to keep the system working properly.

Here is an illustration of how the rate-setting process typically works:
A. A utility requests an increase
When the owners of a public utility believe that an increase in rates is required, the
utility files tariffs with the Commission describing the increase that the utility is seeking.
These tariffs are public documents that establish the rates, terms and conditions under
which the utility will make its service available to its customers. The purpose of tariffs is
to make certain that utilities offer service to similar customers (such as, for example,
residential customers) at the same rates and on the same terms. While tariffs aren’t
legally binding contracts, it’s useful to think of them as such. Tariffs describe what
customers will pay the utility, and what they’ll get in return.
When a utility seeks a rate increase of more than 2%, it’s required to file with the
Commission a large amount of detailed supporting information, such as financial
documents, expense reports, summaries of investments, and accounting information.
B. Notice is given to customers and municipalities
After a utility files its tariffs, it must notify the customers likely to be affected by the
increase, by including in their next bill a detailed description of the proposed increase,
how to contact the utility and how to intervene in a proceeding before the Commission.

By law, municipalities whose residents are likely to be affected by the increase must also
receive notice.
C. The Commission suspends the tariffs and orders an investigation of the proposed rate
increase
By law, tariffs filed by a utility generally go into effect 45 days after the utility files them.
The Commission, however, can suspend tariffs – prevent them from going into effect –
so that it can investigate whether they should be allowed to go into effect, or be
changed before they do. For many years, the Commission has always suspended tariffs
of major utilities seeking rate increases so that it can investigate whether the increases
should be allowed. By law, the Commission must complete this investigation within 11
months from the date the tariffs are filed. Otherwise, the tariffs go into effect as filed.
The utility must give notice to customers likely to be affected on their next bill that the
Commission has suspended the tariffs. It must also give notice to municipalities whose
residents are likely to be affected.
D. There is an investigation of the tariffs in a formal Commission proceeding
The Chief Clerk of the Commission assigns a docket number to the investigation, and
one or more of the Commission’s Administrative Law Judges are assigned to preside
over the matter. Members of Commission Staff – accountants, financial analysts,
engineers, economists, lawyers, consumer affairs specialists and safety analysts –
investigate the company’s proposed increase. Other parties with an interest in the
outcome – large customers, the Citizens Utility Board, the Attorney General,
municipalities and individual ratepayers – may intervene in the proceeding and offer
their own opinion regarding the proposed increase.
The docketed proceeding resembles a legal trial. There is discovery, in which the utility,
other parties and Commission Staff request information from one another regarding
specifics of the increase, such as the proposed rate of return and proposed expenses to
be recovered in rates. Expert witnesses for the utility, parties and Commission Staff
offer testimony, and are subject to cross-examination. Other evidence is submitted. This
testimony and evidence forms the record on which the Commission ultimately bases its
decision, aided by briefs prepared and submitted by the utility, parties and Commission
Staff that state their respective positions on the case based on the law and the facts
presented.
After the Administrative Law Judges have considered the evidence and briefs of the
utility, the parties and Commission Staff, they prepare a Proposed Order, to which
parties may take exception – i.e., state any objections they have.
E. The Commission issues a Final Order

The Commission receives the Proposed Order prepared by the Administrative Law
Judges, and considers the exceptions and the evidence offered by the utility, the parties
and Commission Staff. The utility, the parties and Commission Staff may at this time
request to make oral presentations to the Commission; the Commission may also direct
them to do so.
After consideration of all the evidence, the Proposed Order, and the positions of all
parties involved, the Commission issues its Final Order, setting rates. The Commission
can grant the proposed rate increase, grant it in part, or deny it. The Commission can
lower rates if it believes this is called for by the evidence. The Commission’s Final Order
may in some cases significantly change the Proposed Order or reject it. However, the
Commission must base its Final Order on the law and evidence from the proceeding,
and must make findings of fact and conclusions of law that support the ultimate
decision it reaches. In rate cases, the Commission’s Final Order is often hundreds of
pages long.
F. The utility or any other party may seek rehearing
If the utility or other party believes the Commission didn’t decide the matter correctly, it
can seek rehearing. In doing so, the utility or party must specifically identify what, in its
opinion, the Commission didn’t decide correctly, and why the Commission’s decision is
incorrect. If the Commission, having reviewed any requests for rehearing, decides that it
may have made an error, it can grant rehearing. If not, it will deny rehearing.
G. The Commission-approved rates go into effect
After the Commission issues its Final Order, and even if the utility or other party seeks
rehearing, the utility must file tariffs that conform to the Commission’s Final Order.
These tariffs, generally containing new rates, go into effect.
H. If an appeal is taken, the Appellate Court reviews the Commission’s Final Order
If the utility or other party believes the Commission didn’t decide the matter correctly, it
can request that the Illinois Appellate Court review the Commission’s decision. The
utility or party can only ask the Court to consider the issues that the utility or party
identified in its request for rehearing. The Appellate Court limits its review of the
Commission’s decision to whether the Commission followed the law, and whether there
is evidence to support the decision. The Appellate Court doesn’t reconsider the
evidence itself to decide whether its decision would be the same as the Commission’s.
Rather, it determines whether, based on the evidence, the Commission reasonably
could have reached the decision it reached. Appellate review of Commission decisions
can sometimes take as long as one to two years. If the Appellate Court finds that the
Commission’s decision was lawful and supported by evidence, it affirms the decision. If

it finds that the Commission didn’t follow the law, or that the Commission’s decision
wasn’t supported by evidence, it send the case back to the Commission for additional
proceedings.

3. A HISTORY OF WATER RATE CASES PERTAINING TO THE VILLAGE OF HOMER GLEN
BEGINNING JUST PRIOR TO ITS INCORPORATION IN 2001:
The Commission’s e-Docket system on its website is designed to allow any interested party to
easily view the materials in a docketed proceeding. Please click the Docket Number(s) below to
view the files related to each of the docketed proceedings.
Docket Nos:
00-0340
02-0690
07-0507
09-0319
11-0767
16-0093
In addition to formal rate cases, the Village of Homer Glen also filed a complaint regarding its
water rates (Docket No. 06-0095).

4. HOW CAN PERSONS VOICE CONCERNS?
Interested persons are encouraged to submit written comments on the Commission’s website
here: https://www.icc.illinois.gov/consumer/CommentOnACase.aspx.
If you have a complaint about your utility service, you can contact the Commission's Consumer
Services Division: https://www.icc.illinois.gov/complaints/.
Persons who do not wish to use the internet may also submit their comments or complaints
about utility service in the following manner:
By Phone: You can reach us between 8:30 AM and 5:00 PM, Monday through Friday, by calling
1-800-524-0795, 1-217-782-2024, or TTY at 1-800-858-9277.
By Mail: Illinois Commerce Commission, 527 East Capitol Avenue, Springfield, IL 62701.

The Illinois Commerce Commission’s Consumer Services Division (CSD) can also assist utility
customers who have concerns about billing, disconnect orders, meter measuring or other
issues: https://www.icc.illinois.gov/consumer/
Under Section 8-306(n), customers of water or sewer utilities may request a public forum, at
which they can offer comments that a court reporter will transcribe and that will be reported to
the Commission. The Commission, however, is not required to convene a forum.
Under Section 2-107, members of the public are permitted to speak at Commission open
meetings, a schedule of which can be found in the Commission’s website under “Events
Calendar”: https://www.icc.illinois.gov/meetings/. However, persons who wish to speak must
appear in person in either Chicago or Springfield, and must submit a formal request to speak to
the Commission’s Chief Clerk no less than 24 hours before the meeting. Each public speaker is
asked to generally confine his or her remarks to 3 minutes. Please note that the Commission
cannot respond to public comments. Request forms and further instructions are available on
the Commission’s website here:
https://www.icc.illinois.gov/chiefclerk/publicparticipationrequest.aspx
It is important to note that while all comments are considered and taken seriously, the
Commission is required to base its decisions – including decisions of rate cases– on evidence in
the administrative record. The most effective way to be heard regarding rate increases is to
intervene in the rate case and offer expert testimony that explains your opinion on the legal
and factual merits of the case. Municipalities have in the past intervened and offered such
testimony. Offering expert testimony is by far the most effective way to influence the
Commission’s decision in a rate case.
5. HOW CAN PERSONS CONTACT COMMISSIONERS?
A list of current Commissioners, as well as their photos and bios, are available on the ICC
website here: https://www.icc.illinois.gov/about.aspx
Commissioners’ primary offices are at the ICC Chicago offices, mailing address 160 N. LaSalle
Street, Suite C-800, Chicago, IL 60601, phone (312) 814-2850.
Please note that State of Illinois ex parte laws strictly bar Commissioners from discussing details
of pending proceedings. Should a Commissioner be involved in a conversation that violates
these ex parte laws, he or she may be required to recuse himself or herself from voting on the
case.

